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Abstract. This paper presents drag force analysis of free falling object using software tracker. We use
video cupclips that have been embedded in this software. The video featured cupcakes to which hung a
number of different paper clips were dropped simultaneously. We track the trajectory of free falling
cupclips using the software to get the information of position, speed, and acceleration of each cupcake
against time. From the data we get the value of drag forces and drag coefficients for each time. The result
shows that the drag force value increased to almost constant value, otherwise the drag coefficient is reduced
to almost constant values well. According to the results, the analyzed data has good agreement with the
theory. Thus, software tracker can be used as media to learn drag force easily and inexpensively.

1 Page layout
Tracker is a software capable of analyzing and modeling
motion phenomena, free of charge, and developed by
Open Source Physics (OSP) using the Java framework
[1,2]. Tracker has the ability to perform track (tracking)
on the motion of an object so that it can obtain various
information needed in the analysis on a motion event.
Through the activity of recording a real motion
phenomenon by using a video recorder. Tracker can be
applied to various kinds of physics experiments based on
mechanics. For example: straight motion [3], circular
motion [4], rolling motion [5], parabolic motion [6],
collision [1], law of conservation of mechanical energy
[7], and free fall motion [8].
Free fall motion is the movement of objects under the
influence of earth's gravitational force [9]. Any object
that experiences a free fall accelerates downward. The
coordinate axis used is the axis with the acceleration of
earth's gravity (usually g = 9.8 m / s2). Free fall motion
is an example of straight-line motion. Then all equations
of uniform straight motion apply to free fall motion, with
the acceleration value used is the acceleration of gravity.
However, when an object moves free in a fluid
(water or air), it will work Drag Force against the motion
of the object. The drag force depends on the shape of the
object, the nature of the fluid, and the speed of the object
relative to the fluid [9], [10]. In this paper we will report
an early study of drag styles on free falling motion using
the tracker software.

2 Theory
The equation of motion of free falling objects in the air
follows the second law of the newton as follows:
*

(1)
(2)
With m being the mass of an object, ρ is the air
density, V is the volume of air transferred. m.g is the
gravity of the object, ρgV is the bouyand style and Fd is
the drag force of the object.
The drag force depends on the shape of the object,
the nature of the fluid, and the speed of the object
relative to the fluid. Objects that fall freely vertically in
the air, will experience the fluid inhibition force (air).
There are two types of resistance, namely, linear qasas
resistances and quadratic case resistance. (Fowles). In
the case of linear the drag force is proportional to the
speed of the object whereas in the case of quadratic the
inhibitory force value is proportional to the square of the
speed of the object and is expressed in equation [11]:
(3)
With v being the object speed, CD is the coefficient
of the object Drag and A is the cross-sectional area of
the object

3 Experimental Method
In this experiment we used a tracker software to analyze
drag styles. When the process of installing the Tracker
software, video files and experiment tracker samples are
selected to be included into the PC or download the
video
at
https://physlets.org/tracker/download/mechanics_videos.
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zip [2] .Video used to be analyzed in this experiment is
videos that have been embedded in the folder Tracker
Cupclips.mov file that screenshot shown in Figure 1.

The velocity vs. time curve is shown in Figure 3. From
the figure it is seen that the time taken to arrive at the
same position of each cupcake with different masses
requires different times. Cupcake with the smallest mass
requires a relatively longer time to get down than the
cupcake with a larger mass. This shows that the
acceleration experienced by each cupcake is also
different. So as to cause the speed of each time
experienced by the object is also different.

Fig. 1. Screenshoot of cupsclips.mov video.

Inside the video there is free falling motion eight
pieces of paper cups hanging clip clips with different
amounts from 1 to 8. The mass of each clip is 0.48 grams
and the cup mass is 0.43 grams. Each movement of the
cups ditrack menggnakan tracker software so that the
data obtained y positions, y vy direction velocity, and
direction velocity y ay,
To Obtain the drag force of each free fall event each
cup cake we use 2 Newton's Law ignores the boyand
style because the volume of air transferred is very small,
that is:

Fig. 3. Curve of position versus time.

(4)
(5)
(6)

4 Result and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the track results of several free fall
events from cupcake with different masses. At the same
time we see different track results for each fall free
movement.
Fig. 4. Curve of velocity versus time.

The speed for each cupcake is shown in Figure 4.
From the figure it appears that the speed for each
cupcake has increased but the longer it goes to a constant
value. This occurs because there is an air drag force that
causes the speed at which the free fall event becomes
constant or is called terminal density. This happens when
the gravity of an object is offset by its inhibitory force.
So when the gravity of the object has been offset by the
drag force it will cause the acceleration of the object to
zero. This we can see in the acceleration curve in Figure
5. From Figure 5 we can see the acceleration of each
cupcake with different mass shrinking to zero.
Fig. 2. Tracking of cupclips motion.
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5 Conclusion
We have successfully used the tracker software to
analyze drag styles on free fall events. The results show
that objects with different masses experience different
accelerations as well. This is due to the inhibitory force
experienced by each different object. The object will
have terminal speed when the weight of the object has
been offset by its drag force. So to learn the style of
resistor easily and cheaply can use Tracker software.
This work was support by a research grant (2017) from UIN
SunanGunungDjati Bandung and the Ministry of Religious
Affairs, Republic of Indonesia.
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Fig. 5. Curve of acceleration versus time.

Fig. 6. Curve of drag forces versus time.

Figure 6 shows the drag curves experienced by each
cupcake. Seen from the curve the drag force on each
cupcake is enlarged with time. This corresponds to the
theory that the value of the resistor depends on the
square of the speed. The faster the object moves the
greater the value of the inhibitory force. The value of
drag will be constant when its speed is also constant.
This happens because the drag force has offset the
gravity. We compare the value of the drag force with a
constant value with the gravity value of cup 1 to cup 3
presented in Table 1. The cup 4 to cup 8 has not reached
a constant drag value. From Table 1 we can see that the
value of Gaya weight is almost equal to the value of drag
force whose value has been relatively constant.
Table 1. Comparison of gravity of objects with a drag force
when it reaches a constant value.
Cup

Mass
(Kg)

Gravity
(N)

Cup 1
Cup 2
Cup 3

0,00091
0,00139
0,00187

0,008918
0,013622
0,018326

Constant
drag force
(N)
0,008992
0,013427
0,018524

Difference
7,43E-05
-0,0002
0,000198
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